CoilMac ER

A fully featured, heavy-duty manual punching coil machine, with a built-in Electric coil inserter. The ideal partner for mid-volume workloads.

**PRODUCT FEATURES**

**High Volume Punching Capacity:** Extra wide 13” Single punching length, up to 17 sheets 20lb paper.

**Top Electric Roller Coil Inserter (Foot Pedal Operated):** This easy to use and durable roller makes coil inserting surprisingly fast and easy. It is strategically placed on the left side of the machine so your coil will clear the punch handle while you are inserting.

**Cast-Hardened Punching Mechanism:** For more durability plus added strength to make punching much easier.

**Heavy Duty Design:** Designed with CAE (Computer-Aided Engineering) technology for strength and durability.

**Die Disengagement Pins:** Specially designed disengageable positions guarantee a clean punch with most odd size paper, making the CoilMac-ER very simple to use.

**Punching Margin Control:** Provides the correct punch-margin-depth for each coil size and maximizes the document’s tear resistance.

**Open Punching Throat & Continuous Punching Guide:** For an easy alignment and punching of longer documents up to 26”

**Large Waste Drawer & Non-Skid Feet.**

**Side Margin Control:** Provides an evenly centered punch for all document sizes.

**All Metal Construction:** Making it one of the most reliable and durable coil binding systems in its class.

**ISO9001 Quality:** Manufactured under ISO9001 standards for highest quality control

**Includes:** Coil Diameter selector & Cast-hardened coil crimper

**MACHINE SPECIFICATIONS**

- **Pitch:** 4:1
- **Disengaging:** 5
- **Binding Capacity:** Up to 7/8”
- **Machine Dimensions:** 420x350x230mm (without handle)
- **Single Punching Capacity:** Up to 17 sheets of letter size 20lbs paper
- **Adjustable Depth Margin:** Included
- **Punching/Inserting:** Manual/Electric
- **Carton Dimensions:** 540 x 450 x 290 mm
- **Weight:** 35 Lbs
- **Volume:** 2.50 Cbft
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